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Abstract
We revisit the concept of a ‘gesture’ and discuss it, in par-
ticular, in the context of 3D interaction. We argue that one
should distinguish between postures, quasi-postures, and
gestures and that the first two should be (and are currently)
preferred in 3D interfaces for directly-manipulative interac-
tion with the environment in user-maintained modes. In
scientific visualization we saw use cases of quasi-postures,
suggesting that they are one way to re-use the same input
space in order to facilitate several means of exploration.

Author Keywords
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Introduction
Multi-touch interaction has become one of the most preva-
lent metaphors for interacting with a variety of different de-
vices including smart phones, tablet computers, tabletops,
and wall displays. It also has been applied to numerous
different domains, including gaming, museum exhibits, psy-
chotherapy [18], 3D scene design [22], and interactive sci-
entific visualization. Not only in this latter domain (our own
background and area of interest) but also more generally
in most touch-interactive environments we observed a fre-
quent naming of (multi-)touch ‘gestures’ as one of the rea-
sons that makes direct-touch interaction intuitive and natu-
ral. The term ‘gesture’ and its use in the context of touch
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interaction, however, is often not clearly defined or well
understood which can lead to confusion when discussing
direct-touch interaction techniques. We found this confu-
sion, in particular, to be relevant in 3D interaction due to its
focus on the manipulation of objects or data in 3D space
from the 2D touch surface (Fig. 1). In this paper we thus at-
tempt a definition of terms related to ‘gestures’ to guide the
further discussion of their role, properties, and applicability
in 3D interaction. We discuss gestures,1 related terms, and
interaction properties in the context of general touch-basedFigure 1: In touch-driven

scientific visualization settings,
the input provided on the 2D
touch-sensitive display has to be
mapped to 3D manipulations.
Moreover, multiple different
exploration techniques such
as data navigation, data
manipulation, data selection,
cutting plane placement and
manipulation, data probing, seed
particle placement, etc. have to be
accessible from within the same
input space and researchers need
to be able to quickly and intuitively
switch between these different
interaction techniques [20].

interaction with 3D environments and, specifically, environ-
ments for scientific visualization to facilitate the creation of
well-designed 3D data manipulation techniques.

‘Gestural’ Interaction
In touch interfaces we face the challenge that the vocabu-
lary of the primary means of input is limited: touch surfaces
typically register touch down, touch move, and touch re-
lease events. In this respect they resemble mouse-based
interfaces where a similar limitation of a few fundamental
event types exists. In both cases, thus, we need to specify
additional modes to clearly state what effect a given interac-
tion event should cause and, ultimately, to be able to create
flexible interfaces. While mouse-based interfaces can rely
on, in particular, a number of mouse or keyboard buttons to
specify such modes, such buttons are not readily available
in touch-based interaction. Therefore, interface designers
typically rely on ‘gestures’ to specify interaction modalities.

‘Gestural’ interaction is often employed in touch-based (and
related) interfaces. For example, researchers have estab-
lished gesture catalogs (e. g., [33]) that support a variety

1To distinguish the different meanings, we use ‘gesture’ for the tradi-
tional (general) concept of interaction specification, while gesture refers to
more narrow definition given later in this paper. If gesture is used without
quotation marks and in normal roman type, then the classification is either
not clear or we discuss related work which does not make this distinction.

of applications, have discussed object-dependent gestures
(e. g., [26]), or distinguish between the shape or size of the
touching finger/hand/object (e. g., [21, 37]). Others have
extracted intuitive gestures through demonstration [8, 10,
27, 36], have examined cooperative gestures performed
by groups of people [25], or have focused on multi-modal
interaction with gestures (e. g., [32]). However, it seems
that most authors employ an implicit notion of ‘gestures.’
A notable exception are Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon [1]
who state that gestures have a start position, a dynamic
phase, and an end position. The start and end positions
do not only refer to positions of a hand in space but also
include the notion of finger/wrist configurations and their
concept of a ‘gesture’ clearly contains the notion of a dy-
namic motion. This notion is seen in contrast to “steady
positions” that other systems recognize which are consid-
ered to be less powerful than gestures. Interestingly, this
gesture concept is thought to specify (a series of) discrete
lexical entities and the use of gestures as commands, i. e.,
the discrete change into different statuses or modes.
A related concept is discussed by Wu et al. [38] who em-
phasize the design principles of registration and relaxation.
Gesture registration relies on a posture to start the recogni-
tion, as a “functional transition of a tool from one interaction
style to another,” similar to Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon’s
[1] notion of gestures as commands. The second concept,
the relaxation phase, relaxes the posture requirements to
allow people to perform a gesture more freely. It also em-
phasizes that motion is an integral part of the gesture, a
notion also emphasized by others [5]. However, Wu et al.
also mention a distinction between continuous and discrete
gestures, probably referring to their postures being part of
the ‘gesture’ concept. In fact, they hint at “a more sophis-
ticated” gesture definition which “considers both the hand
posture and dynamic actions that occur immediately after
the posture is recognized, within a predefined time window.”



We base our own definitions on a similar notion and dis-
cuss why such extended postures can be advantageous.
Wobbrock et al. [36] explore the ‘gesture’ concept by de-
scribing a taxonomy which classifies gestures according to
their form, their nature, their binding, and their flow : The
form describes whether a hand pose is static or dynamic
both in its location and appearance. The nature describes
whether a gesture visually depicts a symbol, acts physi-
cally on objects, indicates a metaphor, or has no related
connection to the object it references. A gesture’s binding
refers to a gestures location with respect to object or world
features. Finally, the flow can be continuous or discrete, i. e.
the invoked response can occur during or after the gesture.
This taxonomy adds several important aspects of gestures.
The form dimension both emphasizes the notion of a con-
figuration or posture as the basis of a gesture as well as
the temporal aspect—gestures are defined as an action
that takes a given time during which the finger(s)/hand(s)
can be moved. An aspect added by Wobbrock et al. [36]
is the dependence of gestures on a frame of reference—
a specific object or the world in general. Another impor-
tant aspect added in Wobbrock et al.’s [36] taxonomy is
that gestures can already have specified an action (mode)
while they are still being performed—leaving the continuing
motion as a means to provide further input.
One other observation by Wobbrock et al. [36] that is im-
portant for our discussion is that people, when proposing
gestures for certain actions, think about the gestures using
metaphors such as the computer desktop and/or program
windows. This notion, one could speculate, may have been
prompted by their experiment’s design which used two-di-
mensional “blocks” that were manipulated by “commands”
on a two-dimensional surface. This design places much
emphasis on abstract and discrete events that are common
in the computer desktop such as opening, activating, and
closing windows, undo/redo, or minimize/maximize. In fact,

more than 70% of Wobbrock et al.’s [36] commands can
be seen as being such discrete tasks. In the context of
interacting with 3D objects or spaces, however, we tend
to focus, e. g., on the continuous direct manipulation of
objects. Thus, we now take a closer look at ‘gestural’ in-
teraction with 3D environments and the ‘gesture’ concept.

Postures vs. Gestures
To start this discussion let us first precisely define what
we understand a ‘gesture’ to be. Based on the notions
by Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon [1], Wu et al. [38], and
Wobbrock et al. [36], we consider a touch gesture to be

a way to invoke manipulations in a direct-touch environ-
ment that is started by touching the surface in a well-
defined initial configuration and that is continued for
some time in a well-defined motion pattern (incl. the
null motion) during which the configuration may change.

This definition captures the previously mentioned notions
of configurations and a dynamic phase [1, 36] as well as
gesture registration and relaxation [38]. It is well suited to
specify commands such as described by Wobbrock et al.
[36] for 2D settings. In most 3D environments for which
touch interfaces have been developed so far, however, the
interaction focuses on the change of the camera view or
the direct manipulation of objects. For example, in a 3D
visualization of a brain the main operations are translations,
re-orientations, resizing, or the translation of cutting planes.
This concentration on the directly-manipulative interaction
brings with it an exploratory nature and the need for men-
tal focus on the object manipulation: one primarily thinks
about the object/data/scene that one is manipulating while
the interaction to enable this manipulation has to become
second nature. Therefore, requiring people to remember
and employ well-defined motion patterns (which also delay
the invoking of the intended manipulations) can be pro-
hibitive to an intuitive interaction. Moreover, the gesture



as in the definition can only specify discrete manipulations
due to its reliance on a well-defined motion pattern.

Therefore, we need to ask if the well-defined motion pat-
tern is essential to specify the intended manipulation. In-
stead, we could relax this constraint which would free up a
potential motion for the specification of input parameters, to
support a continuous and direct interaction with 3D objects
or the 3D space. We thus define a touch posture to be

a way to invoke manipulations in a direct-touch environ-
ment that is characterized by touching the surface in a
well-defined initial configuration whose effect can be
parametrized by a subsequent dynamic action.

The essential difference between gestures and postures is
whether the dynamic action (e. g., a motion or a change
of the initial configuration) characterizes the manipulation
or not. The notion of a posture has the advantage for
3D interaction that directly-manipulative interactions can
be specified while the posture is active. With gestures,
in contrast, a direct manipulation of the system or objects
has to be specified after the gesture has been fully and
uniquely recognized. Both definitions thus differ in the type
of modes that they encourage. Postures tend to specify
user-maintained modes since they are only active as long
as (a part of) the posture/configuration is maintained (often
the dominant hand that specifies the motion). Gestures of-
ten specify system-maintained modes (or status changes)
because a motion pattern for specifying parameters can
only be started after the gesture is completed, while the
system maintains the interaction mode. Consequently, ges-
tures are also more prone to modal errors [4, 29].

For both definitions it is important to clarify the term con-
figuration. We understand this concept relatively broadly
to include the number of fingers (single- or bi-manually),
their (relative) positions, the touching size or shape, touch
IDs, and even marker properties such as 2D barcodes. In

this notion we include the touched element on the surface
such as a button or a screen region, as specified by Wob-
brock et al.’s [36] binding category. Thus it is possible to
use the same configurations on different screen regions/
bindings to define different postures or gestures. For both
gestures and postures, however, the configurations have to
be learned by users, but a configuration’s binding can also
serve as a reminder of a gesture’s/posture’s function. In
contrast, a gesture’s motion pattern has to be learned un-
less it resembles a shape associated with the action (e. g.,
scribble to delete)—the motion in postures directly affects
object parameters whose change is typically visible.

As noticed before by Wu et al. [38], sometimes it is not only
the static configuration that characterizes a posture but in
some cases people also use “dynamic actions that occur
immediately after the posture is recognized.” We thus ex-
tend the posture concept to define a quasi-posture as a

a posture whose initial configuration is augmented with
a brief initial dynamic action but where this action’s
continuation is also used to parameterize the effect.

The brief initial dynamic action can be captured in the form
of a few samples of an initial motion such as the initial di-
rection of motion, which it typically directly tied to the effect
that is intended with the quasi-posture. This connection
and the briefness makes quasi-postures different from ges-
tures whose motion paths are typically complex and not
tied to the gesture’s effect. Quasi-postures are similar to
postures in that the configurations have to be learned and
in that they can be used to define user-controlled interac-
tion modes due to the briefness of the dynamic action.

‘Gestural’ 3D Direct-Touch Interaction
The previous discussion of the ‘gesture’ concept arose from
our work with 3D environments and, specifically, from touch
interaction with scientific visualizations. Next, we explore



the three different ‘gesture’ notions by first analyzing a num-
ber of general 3D touch interaction techniques and later
discussing examples from SciVis where a continuous and
direct exploration is essential. We specifically examine
which concept is used primarily and for what purpose.

General 3D Interaction Techniques

Figure 2: Example for posture-
controlled direct manipulation of
3D objects: sticky tools [17, 18].
The one-, two-, or three-finger
configurations uniquely determine
the interaction modalities, and the
following motion directly
parametrizes the object
manipulation. Images from [18],
© ACM 2010, used with
permission.

Many of the published 3D touch interaction techniques do
not use gestures but, in fact, rely entirely on finger con-
figurations to specify the interaction modality so that they
should be seen as postures. Typically, their configurations
consist of one or a few contact points that touch the objects
or widget elements to be manipulated, without requiring
motion patterns (Fig. 2). This is true for 3D RST interaction
[28] (and, in fact, also the common 2D pinching technique
[19]), shallow-depth interaction [16], sticky tools [17, 18],
surface physics [34, 35], DabR [9], and z-positioning [24].

A further group of techniques also largely relies on (quasi-)
postures but adds one or two gestures for very specific pur-
poses. For example, Benko and Feiner’s [2] balloon selec-
tion uses postural interaction for the entire 3D placement
process and only uses a tap gesture for the final selection
action. Similarly, the tBox manipulation [8] relies almost
exclusively on postures and one quasi-posture that distin-
guishes between two-finger RST (both fingers moving) and
pivoted rotation (one finger is moving; the static finger is
the pivot point). The only gestures in tBox are a double-
tap for (un-)selecting objects and a double-tap on one of
the widget’s edges to invoke translation in the plane as op-
posed to along the initially selected second axis. Toucheo’s
[14] widget also mostly employs postures, its only gesture
is a double-tap to raise objects to a pre-defined level.

Most of Eden’s [22] 3D manipulation ‘gestures’ are also
postures according to our definition. The only exceptions
are the one-finger taps (null motion gestures in zero time)
to place a pivot point for camera rotation or to add new

objects to the scene. However, adding objects to the scene
can also be seen as a posture without a continuing direct
manipulation which could potentially be enhanced by inter-
preting a subsequent motion as a translation on the surface
of the model (seemingly not done by Kin et al. [22]).

A nice example of postural interaction with true volumetric
displays in which the postures are not only defined on the
display surface but in 3D space was described by Gross-
man et al. [12]. Similar to Eden [22], the vast majority of
‘gestures’ are postures, the only exceptions being tapping
and a trigger gesture for certain selection events.

We found one example that employs gestures to a larger
degree: Navidget [15]. While its selection interaction has
both gestural (completing a circle) and postural (drawing
a unique selection region) aspects, the widget itself is in-
voked with a tap-and-hold gesture. Gestures are also used
to control the widget including touching the peripheral rib-
bon (to switch between back and front views) and moving
horizontally/vertically (to exit the resize mode). However,
the interaction also has postural (directly-manipulative) as-
pects in how the view direction is continually controlled.

Touch Interaction with 3D Scientific Visualization
In addition to the issue of mapping 2D input to 3D manipu-
lations, touch-based interaction with scientific visualization
(SciVis) adds several further challenges such as the inte-
gration of multiple interaction techniques in the same input
space as well as precise control [20]. We examine several
tools w.r.t. their use of gestures, postures, and quasi-pos-
tures to understand how they employ these concepts and
if it differs from the basic 3D techniques discussed above.

Fu et al.’s [11] astronomy visualization system tackles the
interaction with spatial and scale space. They use postures
to specify interaction modes based on numbers of contact
points and, for two simultaneous contact points, their rel-



ative position w.r.t. each other. Tapping is the only ges-
ture that is used—for selecting items (stars). A related ap-
proach used for astronomical data is FI3D [39] which also
provides means to interact with the space—rather than with
single objects. Here, one-/two-finger postures and their
location w.r.t. a widget are used to specify modes, some of
these being quasi-postures that differentiate according to
the direction of movement w.r.t. the widget frame (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Example from FI3D
for quasi-posture-controlled
interaction [39]: depending on
the initial motion along or
perpendicular to the widget frame,
a rotation around the z-axis or a
trackball rotation is initiated,
respectively. Image from [39],
© IEEE Computer Society 2010,
used with permission.

Figure 4: This example shows a
low-fidelity prototype of how a
directional slider could be used to
provide visual feedback for a
quasi-posture to enable several
modes of interaction.

Sultanum et al. [30, 31] described two systems for explor-
ing geology. In their initial system [30] they use one-finger
orbiting, two-finger RST, and axis-aligned cutting with two
fingers on the data volume’s corners which are all postures.
The interaction in an extended system [31] are also all pos-
tural (including the use of tangibles). Interesting is the dis-
tinction between the four-finger splitting and the four-finger
peeling which is done using a quasi-posture that looks at
the (initial) relative directions of the points in a cluster.

The systems mentioned so far use regular displays for de-
picting the 3D data. Two more systems, however, rely on
stereoscopic displays. Butkiewicz and Ware’s [3] oceano-
graphic visualization combines touch sensing with a depth
camera for touch identification and can distinguish two-han-
ded and single-handed-multi-finger postures for 3D posi-
tioning. Slice WIM [6, 7], in contrast, relies on touch interac-
tion on a projected surface in its stereoscopic environment
and uses postures which are specified w.r.t. a 2D widget.

In summary, in the scientific visualization systems we ex-
amined we found only postures and no gestures being
used for directly-manipulative interaction—the only excep-
tion being tap gestures for selection. However, it is interest-
ing that two of the six systems also used quasi-postures.
The need for using quasi-postures in addition to regular
postures may arise due to SciVis’ requirement to combine
multiple interaction techniques in the same input space
and the need for data analysis incl. filtering or clustering.

Implications for Future Interactive Systems
As we have seen in our analysis of both general 3D direct-
touch interaction techniques as well as touch-based sci-
entific visualization systems, postures have already been
used rather than gestures for directly-manipulative control
in most cases. This may be due to the inherent benefit of
user-maintained modes as opposed to system-maintained
modes. However, the real challenge—in particular for sci-
entific visualization—is how to combine and integrate many
of these interaction techniques such that they can be used
within the same 2D input space [20]. In fact, many of the
postures we surveyed for specifying 3D interactions conflict
with each other by nature, so posture-based systems have
to be designed such that those conflicts are avoided.

Quasi-postures are one way to extend the interaction vo-
cabulary without requiring new (and potentially conflicting)
configurations, and these should thus be explored to a
larger extent. However, we will not be able to cover all
necessary interactions with intuitive single-handed quasi-
postures, so additional means need to be explored. One
option is to use postural bi-manual interaction in which a
‘button’ is held down with one hand as part of the configu-
ration to specify the main interaction type, while the other
(dominant) hand performs a precise posture followed by
the direct manipulation. In fact, the button only needs to
be held down until the parameter specification has started
because at that point the manipulation causes the visual-
ization to change so that visual feedback is provided.

This use of visual feedback can also be developed a step
further for one-handed quasi-postures, so that separate
modes of interaction could be specified using something
akin to a FlowMenu [13] and continued using a posture.
For example, an n-directional slider widget could be used
to initiate n different modes of interaction. At n = 4 (Fig. 4),
this widget would allow different interaction when starting



the gesture in the up, down, left, and right directions, and
once the slider’s end is reached the posture would begin.

Figure 5: Person interacting with
a particle simulation from
astronomy using the FI3D widget
[39], performing a directly-
manipulative interaction. Image
from [39], © IEEE Computer
Society 2010, used with
permission.

Figure 6: Person interacting with
a visualization system for fluid
mechanics [23] in which several
different postural and quasi-
postural interaction techniques are
integrated and can be accessed
from the same input space. This
integration facilitates the
exploration of complex 3D data.

In addition to the challenge of creating an integrated set of
interaction techniques, more work is also needed to under-
stand cases where the distinction between postures and
gestures is not entirely clear. One such case is single-
tapping: it can be a posture to define a location [22] or
a gesture to define an action [2]. One question is, for ex-
ample, if such an interaction can only be either a posture or
a gesture in an integrated interactive system, or if there are
also intuitive ways to use both concepts simultaneously.

Conclusion
In this paper we argued that using the term ‘gesture’ in a
generalizing way to describe direct-touch interaction can
be problematic, in particular (but not only) in the context of
3D interaction. The reason for this is that ‘gestures’ can be
and often are confused with real gestures that require mo-
tion patterns that have to be learned, that are typically used
to specify status changes or system-controlled modes, and
that thus can be prone to modal errors caused by these
modes. Instead, (quasi-)postures are often better suited
(and typically used) for directly-manipulative interaction in
user-controlled modes, in particular, in 3D environments
because here the motion that follows a posture can directly
control the parameters one is adjusting (e. g., Fig. 5).

Our survey of direct-touch 3D interactions and touch-based
SciVis tools showed that postures are indeed overwhelm-
ingly used for direct manipulation—gestures, instead, are
used for discrete tasks, e. g., selections. We argued, how-
ever, that more work is needed to be able to control the
many different parameters in a scientific visualization and,
thus, we need to find ways that allow us to integrate differ-
ent posture-based control within the same 2D input space.
We are currently in the process of exploring such possibil-
ities for specific scientific domains such as flow visualiza-

tion [23] and hope that this work (Fig. 6) as well as our
present position paper on ‘gestural’ interaction foster re-
search into direct-touch interaction with 3D scientific data.
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